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The computer is a revolutionary technology that is a part of every one's daily life. Pioneers in the 1800s and the early 1900s set forth the foundations for today's modern computer. The evolution of computers has brought us powerful intelligent machines that simplify research, machine operation, business accounting and put man in outer space. Over time computers have shrunk in size but became much more powerful in capability. This is primarily due to the introduction of the integrated circuit. Integrated circuits called microprocessors are the hearts of today's computer. This is where the technology is most rapidly advancing and competitive. Just over the last ten years' microprocessors have realized 100 times increase in capability. Japan and the United States are the world leaders in this technology. Are computers going to replace humans? Today's artificial intelligence applications are stretching the limits of today's computers. They may very well replace humans via use of neural networks and "fuzzy" logic.
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The Computing World I am going to explore these and other questions. I will walk through the evolution of computers, the technology aspects and applications such as software and artificial intelligence.
EVOLUTION OF COMPUTERS
As I mentioned the modern era of computers started to evolve in the late 1940s.
This however was not the beginning of computers. Joseph Marie Jacquard built the first programmable type machine in 1804.2 He built an automated punch card machine to operate weaving looms. This was the first use of programmed instructions for a machine. The concept was of great importance to modern computers.
In the 1840s Augusta Ada, the Countess of Lovelace, translated and wrote several scientific papers regarding Charles P. Babbage's ideas on an analytical engine problem solving machine. 3 Babbage, "the father of computers," developed ways to store results via memory devices. Ada was his assistant and further refined his ideas.
She recommended use of a binary system (Is and Os) vice decimal system for storage.
The Countess also developed the "loop," which is an automatic repetition of a series of calculations. All programmers today use this valuable concept.
Later George Boole followed the binary concept and developed "Boolean COMPUTER GENERATIONS There ý;;e five generations of modern computers. 9 We currently are at the tail end of the fourth generation and the fifth one is just around the corner. I will briefly discuss each generation and their characteristics. This means that computers will think and reason like humans. There are several components of Al such as: expert systems, natural language processing, neural networks, robotics, vision and speech. Work has begun in all of these areas. I will discuss Al in a later section in more detail.
CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
Throughout the discussion of the generations of computers one main item that was the centerpiece in each generation was the evolution of circuit technology. We The processing chip (microprocessor) is the heart of the computer. In the early 1980s the Department of Defense pursued very high speed integrated circuits (VHSIC).
The main purpose was to develop more dense and faster integrated circuits for the military. 12 The industry viewed this as dual purpose and planned applications to industry. Thus during the 1980s the microprocessor really started taking off in capability. One measures a microprocessor's performance in terms of clock speed, millions of instructions per second (MIPS) and number of transistors on the chip. 13 The clock speed is the speed (in terms of frequency) at which the chip process's information. MIPS is a measure for performance of the chip independent of the chip application. Among other things, the clock speed of the processor is the basis for MIPS. The number of transistors on the chip is a measure of chip density. Sometime in the later half of 1992 Intel will introduce the 80586 microprocessor packed with 5,000,000 transistors and will process at 8.0 MIPS. As you can see the processing chip growth in capability during the past 10 years is phenomenal.
Intel is riot the only chip manufacturer. Other companies are copying or producing their own versions of processing chips. The chip industry is large and worldwide competitive.
CHIP WARS
The chip industry is an intensely competitive and lucrative market. 
Performances of the Hitachi and Fujitsu TRON chips were expected to outperform their
American rivals with anywhere from 6 --20 MIPS. 22 Even with this much performance these Japanese chips will not take a big portion of the world market.
In 1986, Intel and Motorola were the microprocessor market leaders. Together they and National Semiconductor had over 70% of the market.2 The prevailing thought in 1986 was that the trends would continue with American companies maintaining at least 90% of the market into the 1990s. As of the fall of 1989, Japan had not produced a major breakthrough microprocessor design, thus still not capturing a significant share of the market. 24 Even with Japan competing for a portion of the remaining 10% of the market their microprocessor revenues exceeded $1 billion in
1986.25
The competition is drawing closer together. Digital Electronics Corporation (DEC) just officially announced on 26 February 1992 its Alpha microprocessor. 2 6 This chip is a 64-bit microprocessor that will deliver 400 MIPS at a clock speed of 200
MHz. 27 Referring back to table 1 you can see that this by far exceeds capability of the microprocessors available today. DEC expects to produce this chip by the end of the year. They feel that this is their most significant product introduction since the VAX computer. This should put some interesting pressures on Intel and Motorola. These two market leaders need to look over both shoulders as Japan is now entering this market. NEC announced on 3 February 1992 that it will sell engineering samples of their 64-bit microprocessorsu. 2 The thing that killed Japan's chance to overtake the microprocessor market before was their late entry into the 32-bit market by as much as two years. They basically are hitting the 64-bit market in step with the United States.
The 1990s should prove interesting in the microprocessor market.
While the United States is currently enjoying the top of the microprocessor market (the only semiconductor market for which we do lead), Japan has a strong lead This race is for a very lucrative market. 31 The first chip samples of the 4-megabit RAM were available in 1988. The peak production year will be 1994 with sales at $10.5 billion. The 64-megabit samples will be available in 1994 and sales will peak in 2000 at $25 billion. Japan owns the market share. They have owned 70% or more of the market since 1985.32 There are many reasons for this, the main one being the development of exotic machines to manufacture the chips. The Japanese industry made this move in the 1970s with government subsidies. 33 In the 1980s they brought their improved quality chips to the United States suppliers. They cut chips' prices to below cost and bought 70% of the DRAM market in the United States. It was a bold move in that initially they lost $4 billion, however it did pay off in the long run. 34 Intel may win back some of the market share via "flash memory" chips. One of the disadvantages of DRAM is that when you turn off your computer you lose all the data stored in RAM. RAM chips are volatile. This is fine as long as you write the RAM contents to the fixed or floppy disk prior to turning off the machine. However you lose all the data stored in RAM in the case of a power shortage or being too quick at the power switch. Flash memory is essentially a non-volatile RAM chip. You will not lose the information stored on the chip when you turn the power off. The beauty of this story is that Toshiba introduced the chip in 1986, but an American firm perfected the chip. Intel has won a dominant share of the "flash memory" market. 35 Intel now owns 85 % of the over $100 million flash memory chip market. Intel just formed a partnership with Sharp to manufacture and develop flash memory products. 36 Intel and Sharp feel that this market will exceed $1.5 billion by 1995.
All these developments in chips and other hardware advances are only part of the War. An example is TOPSS (Tactical Operational Planning Support System). This is a system that supports division-level tactical operation planning by aiding staff officers in developing alternative courses of action. 40 There is a limitation with expert systems. The limitation is that they operate within a finite specification. The knowledge base defines the specification of the system. The expert system cannot alter its product with the use of information outside the knowledge base. For these reasons expert systems are not very easily adaptive to changes in knowledge. When new information is available quite often the rule base must change. This can be a major project as large expert systems can have over 4,000
rules. Neural networks, on the other hand has the ability to learn from new information and make change to its rule structure.
Neural networks try to emulate the pattern recognition process of the human Zadeh. 45 Fuzzy logic combines the two schools of artificial intelligence mentioned earlier --expert systems and neural nets. 46 They key to fuzzy logic is a set of highly flexible rules. Fuzzy computers can adapt to change, unlike the expert system, but they There are many other aspects to artificial intelligence, which I will only mention in passing. These are natural language processing, voice recognition and virtual reality. Of these three virtual reality is the most intriguing. Virtual reality is a technology that allows a person to be in one place but see, touch and communicate with people or objects at an entirely different location. This technology will allow doctors to operate on their patients from their office while the patient is lying on the hospital operating table.
Man has been in space because of the computer. You and I can take money out of our bank accounts without talking to another human being. We can get answers to our tax questions via usage of an expert system, which is an artificial intelligence application of a computer. Our daily lives are simpler because of the evolution of the computer.
The early pioneers paved the way for today's modern computer, from large simple arithmetic calculating machines to small complex and powerful integrated circuit The real power of computers will be from the evolution of the computer fifth generation. This is the artificial intelligence generation. Computers will take on human characteristics. These characteristics include reasoning, vision and speech recognition, which is necessary for robotics. Neural networks provide the reasoning capability for programs or computers. Computers will have the ability to learn from their mistakes. Fuzzy logic will provide the software and hardware integration to enhance reasoning, vision and robotics.
The computing world will remain a technology active industry for the future.
The world infrastructure has a need for increased computer speed, capacity and capability. All industries today can benefit from more powerful computers. The use of computer controlled machines are already a part of every one's daily lives and will become more so in the years to come.
